Find this stained glass window on the second floor of the library. Use the empty window frames above to create your own window designs. Try to include different patterns and colors like the example on the left.

JEFFERSON MARKET LIBRARY

Located at 425 6th Avenue in Manhattan, this institutional building was designed by architects Frederick C. Withers and Calvert Vaux in the Victorian Gothic style.

Completed in 1877, it was originally a courthouse but now houses a branch of the New York Public Library.

The history of this building as a courthouse can be seen in its unique ornamentation. Can you find these examples above? Use the blank area above to design a new building ornament for its current use as a library.
Architects who designed in the **Victorian Gothic** style of the late 19th century, used many interesting shapes and details in their buildings. Can you find these shapes in the Jefferson Market Library **facade**?

This building was originally built as a courthouse but is now used as a library. As a **public building**, it showed the time before watches were common. Cut out the template above and fold along the dotted lines to construct the top of the Jefferson Market clock tower. Can you imagine a new structure to lift it high enough for people to see? Use some thick paper or cardboard to make your design.

Design a new building using these shapes and some of your own!